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The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi, the World's Most Astonishing NumberBroadway, 2002
Throughout history, thinkers from mathematicians to theologians have pondered the mysterious relationship between numbers and the nature of reality. In this fascinating book, Mario Livio tells the tale of a number at the heart of that mystery: phi, or 1.6180339887...This curious mathematical relationship, widely known as "The Golden...
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Rubyisms in Rails, Digital ShortcutAddison Wesley, 2007
This is not a programming guide. Yes, there is code, but this digital shortcut is not about coding. Rather, this is really a short about design, about philosophy, and about appreciating beauty. This short looks at the way in which the grace of Ruby informs the design of Rails.

This is a surprisingly...
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Endocrine System (Your Body: How It Works)Chelsea House Publications, 2004

	As a critical part of human physiology, the endocrine system controls the chemical messengers that help our body function. Learn about how the endocrine system works with this great book.


	The human body is an incredibly complex and amazing structure. At best, it is a source of strength, beauty, and wonder. We can compare the...
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An Introduction to Partial Differential Equations with MATLAB (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Mathematics & Nonlinear Science)CRC Press, 2013

	
		An Introduction to Partial Differential Equations with MATLAB®, Second Edition illustrates the usefulness of PDEs through numerous applications and helps students appreciate the beauty of the underlying mathematics. Updated throughout, this second edition of a bestseller shows students how PDEs can...
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Foundation PHP for FlashFriends of Ed, 2001
Written for the Flash developer who wants to do more, Steve Webster's PHP for Flash shows how to combine simple server-side scripts with Flash to create smarter, more versatile Web applications. With a truly engaging writing style and a sharp visual sense, this title will let any working Flash programmer make the transition to simple...
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Mac OS X Leopard BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get up to speed on Mac OS X Leopard with this in-depth guide
    The beauty of Leopard is that there is so much more than meets the eye, including over 300 new enhancements and its ability to run on both Intel PCs and PowerPC Macs. This comprehensive reference is your best guide on how to tame this powerful new cat. You'll find...
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Math Word Problems For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
Math word problems (or story problems, depending on where and when you went to school). What topic has caused more hair to be pulled from tender heads, more tears and anguish, and, at the same time, more feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment? When I told friends that I was writing this book, their responses were varied, but none was mild or...
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Mac OS X Power User's Guide (Mac/Graphics)Course Technology PTR, 2002


	So what is the big deal about a new operating system from Apple?





	Just those very words: new, operating, system, and Apple are enough to get the blood

	of every Mac geek on the planet boiling with anticipation. But why should the rest

	of us care?





	Having specialized in the Linux operating system for...
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Approximation AlgorithmsSpringer, 2004

	Covering the basic techniques used in the latest research work, the author consolidates progress made so far, including some very recent and promising results, and conveys the beauty and excitement of work in the field. He gives clear, lucid explanations of key results and ideas, with intuitive proofs, and provides critical examples and numerous...
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How to Program Using JavaPalgrave Macmillan, 2004
Hi.  Welcome to the book. We hope you like it.

If you’re a student just starting out on your first programming course, this book is for you. This book contains what we think you’ll need to know as you go through your course. We very much hope you’ll enjoy reading it and come to enjoy programming.

Because...
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The Routledge Companion to Aesthetics (Routledge Philosophy Companions)Routledge, 2013

	The third edition of the acclaimed Routledge Companion to Aesthetics contains over sixty chapters written by leading international scholars covering all aspects of aesthetics.


	This companion opens with an historical overview of aesthetics including entries on Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Adorno, Benjamin,...
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Algorithms and Programming: Problems and Solutions (Springer Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics and Technology)Springer, 2009

	
		Somebody once said that one may prove the correctness of an algorithm, but not of a
	
		program. One of the main goals of this book is to convince the reader that things are
	
		not so bad.
	


	
		A well-known programmer, C.A.R. Hoare, said that the beauty of a program is
	
		not an additional benefit but a criterion...
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